Fellow Tau Bate,

Over the past year of supporting student activities, chapter communications, and learning, we continue to focus on training the next generation of engineers as leaders. Here are some examples of how we make a difference in our students’ lives:

- In 2023 we were able to celebrate being together at many points, culminating in the fall with the 117th Convention of Tau Beta Pi held in Atlanta hosted by the Georgia Alpha Chapter at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Over 400 members attended including 302 students, 109 alumni, and 28 guests and volunteers. During three days, students held formal debates on the Convention floor and led the work of standing committees such as Constitution & Bylaws, Financial Affairs, Chapter Awards, Convention Site, and Resolutions. Students also networked and learned from similar chapters through the National Interactive Chapter Exchange.
- 16 District Conferences took place with chapters focusing on operations and chapter-directed activities.
- Chapter Project Awards were presented to 19 chapters for ingenuity and creativity in activities, including:
  - Thanksgiving Food Rescue Community Service Event
  - Hosted an annual Major Discovery Night
  - Presented to high schools promoting engineering, internships, and research experience
  - Sponsored a roller coaster competition for middle and high schoolers
  - Provided drop-in and weekly tutoring sessions
  - Hosted Engineering Bowl, a trivia-related competition and social
  - Volunteered at Science Olympiads
- Engineering Futures Program served more than 4,200 participants in 167 sessions with help from 29 volunteer facilitators.
- Tau Bate Talks provided a forum for alumni to share about their careers and for students to learn about potential career paths.
- 265 Scholarships and 32 Fellowships were awarded.
- 4 Laureates were recognized: Maxine Dupuis, NYN ’23 and Mitchell Sueker, SD A ’23 for athletic achievements; Alexander Francisco, NY N ’24 for achievements in the arts; and Gwyneth Schloer, VA B ’22 for diverse achievements.
- Our collegiate chapters initiated 7,302 members.

We are proud of our ongoing work and welcome your feedback.

Regards,

Sherry Jennings-King, TN A ’93
Director of Development

Cell: 612-226-2922
sherry.jenningsking@tbp.org